Turf ON TRIAL

Tired of the court of public opinion? In Golfdom’s court, turf gets a fair trial

By Anthony Pioppi, John Walsh and Anthony L. Williams
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OPENING ARGUMENT
It’s time to let go of the decades-old stereotypes of golf courses.
By Anthony L. Williams, CGCS, CGM

ACCUSATION #1
Does Wildlife Fear the Links?
A revered Kansas course is compared to its neighboring nature preserve.
By Anthony Pioppi

ACCUSATION #2
Do Courses Care About Water Use?
How one Texas course strives for greater water efficiency.
By John Walsh
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ACCUSATION #3
Do Courses Play by the Rules?
A classic Minnesota course has tough expectations — its own.
By Anthony Pioppi
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ACCUSATION #4
Are Golf Courses Rife with Pesticides?
A Florida course thrives even with restrictions from the surrounding wildlife refuge.
By John Walsh
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CLOSING ARGUMENT
Golf is a business tied to the land. That’s why we take care of it.
By Anthony L. Williams, CGCS, CGM

Online Exclusive
Stop by www.golfdom.blogspot.com to see updates from the C5 turf science meetings in San Antonio; robotic greensmowers in action from Orlando; and even an update or two from Green Industry & Equipment Expo in Louisville, Ky.